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PROCESSES DISJOINT FROM WEAK MIXING

S. GLASNER AND B. WEISS

Dedicated to the memory of Douglas McMahon

Abstract. We show that the family Wx of ergodic measure preserving trans-

formations which are disjoint from every weakly mixing m.p.t. properly con-

tains the family 3 of distal ergodic m.p.t. In the topological case we show

that &{? , the family of proximally isometric flows is properly contained in the

family Ji(WL) of multipliers for W1- .

Introduction

Let W be the class of all weakly mixing measure preserving transforma-

tions. W will then denote the class of all ergodic m.p.t. disjoint from each

element of W. It was shown in [F] that A%A c W1' where A%A is the family

of ergodic Kronecker m.p.t. Since group extensions preserve disjointness, it

follows that the class 31 of measure theoretically distal, ergodic m.p.t. is also a

subset of W . (3 = ergodic Z-actions with generalized discrete spectrum in

the terminology of [Z].) We say that an m.p.t. (X ,A¥, p ,T) is a multiplier for

W if for every ergodic m.p.t. (Y,Sê ,v ,S) in W , every ergodic joining

(X xY,AF ®£$ ,X,T xS) of p and v is in W . The questions we ask here

are

(i) Is W^ =31

(ii) Does y$A(W  ), the class of ergodic multipliers for W   , coincide with

31

In [G j ] the first question—in the topological dynamical setting—was investi-

gated. It was shown that the class APS of proximally isometric minimal flows

satisfies AAPS § ^ > where here W is the class of topologically weakly mixing

minimal flows. (Since for minimal flows disjointness from a minimal topologi-

cally weakly mixing flow is preserved by proximal as well as group extensions,

Ä/ which of course contains the family of minimal distal flows, is the correct

substitute for 3 A)

In this paper we show that in the measure theoretical case 3 ^ W . The

method used is that of [G-W]. Specifically, we use an irrational rotation R   of
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690 S. GLASNER AND B. WEISS

the circle as a basis for building, generically skew product extensions with the

property of being disjoint from every ergodic m.p.t. which is disjoint from Ra .

When the "fiber flow" is weakly mixing, generically, these extensions will also

be weakly mixing extensions of Ra , hence not in 3 .

It follows by induction on towers that 3 c Jt(W^) (A^J" c J£(W^) in

the topological case). Do we have equalities? We use a slight generalization of

a result of D. MacMahon to show that AAPJF ^ ^(W^). The corresponding

question remains open in the measure theoretical case.

In §1 we show that generically skew extensions of a strictly ergodic flow

(Z,a) with a weakly mixing real fiber flow (Y, U) yield weakly mixing exten-

sions.

In §2 we prove the existence of an ergodic m.p.t. in W \3 . The proof of a

key lemma whose proof is probabilistic is postponed to §3. In §4 we show that

in the topological case A^J" g JA(AW^).

1. Weak mixing extensions

Let (Z, a) be a strictly ergodic flow with a unique invariant measure p.

Let (Y, {hfieR) = (Y, R) be a real flow preserving a measure v such that the

measure preserving real flow (Y ,v ,U) is weakly mixing. Put X = Z xY and

let X -^ Z be the projection map. Denote the group of homeomorphisms of

Y by ßt(Y) and denote the subgroup {hfteR by A§. With each continuous

map z-tg7 of Z into AAA we associate the homeomorphism G of X defined

by G(z ,y) = (z ,gz(y)). Let ^ be the subgroup of A%f(X) which consists of

all such G. Put

5%(o) = {G~l o (a x id) oG:Ge&s}.

We use the topology of uniform convergence of homeomorphisms and their

inverses on Síf(X). Under this topology ßf(X) becomes a complete metrizable

space.

1.1 Theorem. There exists a residual subset AA% c AA^(o)  such that  T e A%

implies (X, T, p x u) -^ (X, o , p) is a weakly mixing extension.

Proof. By definition n is w.m. w.r.t.   T if the map induced by  77 on (Z x

7x7,ííx¡/xi7) is ergodic. For a continuous function f on Z xY xY with

/ f dv xv xv = 0 , /I/]  dp x v x v = I , and e > 0, put

77-1

E     = I T&S%(a): 3n with
1 C

ñX,    {f°Tk)-fdpxv xv

j=0J
■ oc

< £

Then choosing an appropriate sequence of such functions {f¡}i=x the set AAl =

H,   Ef X/J will be the desired set, provided we show that each of the open sets

Ef    is dense in S"r(a).

Now given Cëf we have

GoEf,eoG       =EfoG-
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Thus G~ oooGeEj.E-t>oe Ej.oG_¡ £. (We write G~ o a o G for G~ o

(a x id) o G.) Therefore in order to show that each Ef e is dense it suffices to

show that a e E fe . In turn this will follow if we show the following:

Claim. Given / and e as above and ô > 0 there exists Gef, such thatJ S

(i)   d(o,G'1 oooG)<ô,

(ii)   G~  o o o G e E, E.

We proceed to prove this claim. First consider for any G e AÀA?s the sums

1 "_1  f
-y^/(/oG~  o e  oG)-fdpxvxv

71-1

7=0 ^

^Z.^tUzCVli'^Uz^))

• f(z ,yx,yf)dp(z)du(yx)dv(y2).

Interchanging sum and integral signs we get by strict ergodicity of (Z, a) that

these sums tend uniformly in z,yx ,y2 to

////*•■
gw lgz(yf , Sw lgz(y2))f(* .^i. y2)dp(w)dp(z)dv(yx)dv(y2)

Thus in order to show (ii) it suffices to show that G can be chosen so that the

absolute value of the last expression is smaller than e. This will be done by

showing that already the expression

(*) j f{w,gjgz(yx),gufgz(y2))dp(w)

is small for most (yx,y2). In turn this will be done by showing that the integral

in (*) is small over very small sets where the dependence of / on the first

variable can be neglected.

The idea of the construction of G is roughly this. We split (almost all of) Z

into finitely many Cantor sets K¡,, on each of which f(w ,yx ,yf) depends only

slightly on w e K(j . Choosing wtj e Ktj we let f..(yx ,y2) = f(wjj,yx ,y2).

These are continuous functions on Y x Y and we use the weak mixing of

(Y ,R) to find an L>0 for which -j- /0 f.(hlyx ,hty2)dt approximately equals

// fj(u,v)dv(u)dv(v) for (yx ,y2) in a big subset of 7x7. We then define

9: Kjj -> [0,L] so that 9((p | K¡j)/p(K¡J)) is normalized Lebesgue measure on

[0,L]. Now 9 is extended to all of Z and we define g^ = h^f.. These consid-

erations and constructions put together should yield (ii). Property (i) is obtained

by letting A = M._, KQj be a basis for a Rohlin tower A ,oA, ... ,oN ~lA

(large /V); (thus K... = o'K0f). Defining 9 in such a way that 9(oz) = 9(z)

for z e U,=i~ a'A we make G almost commute with o . We now make

these ideas precise.
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By weak mixing of (7, R, v) and continuity of / there exists an L > 0 and

a set W c 7 x 7 with v x v(W) > 1 - e such that (yx,yf) e W implies

VzeZ, -      f(z,htyx,hty2)dt -    f(z,u, v)dv(u)dv(v < E.

Fix a>0 suchthat d(zx,zf) <a implies \f(zx,y ,y') - f(z2,y ,y')\ < e for

all y ,y e Y. Let r\ > 0 be such that \tx -12\ < n implies d(h~ ht , id) < 5

and choose N e N for which ^ < t] and jj < e .

By Rohlin's lemma there exists a Cantor (i.e., closed totally disconnected
\t2_i

perfect) subset A of Z with p(A) > 0, such that A,oA, ... ,o A are

pointwise disjoint and such that 1 - p({ji=f o'A) < e. We can further split

A into a disjoint union A = \J._ , K. of Cantor sets K. such that //(AT.) > 0

and radius (alKf) <a for 1 < j < M, 0 < i < N - 1. Finally choose points

tu. e Kj and define

fij(yl>y2) = f(a'wj>yi>y2)-

We let
N2-\   M N2-\

K=\J  V)°\Kj)=   ]Jo'A.
7=0    j=\ 7=0

We have for all z ,yx,y2

j f(w ,gff gz(yx) ,gff gfy2))f(z ,yx,y2)dp(w)

- J 1 K{w)f(w,gff gz(yx),g~lgz(y2))f(z,yx ,y2)dp(w

I 1 K(w) ■ f(w , gff gz(yx), gfl gz(yf))f(z ,yx ,y2)dp(w)

= 0(e)

and

(w 0(e)

< e.

- J2 f K-Kfw)fifsJlgfyx),gjgfy2))f(z.r, ,y2)dp(
¡j J

For (yx,yf) eW we have

!$>(*,) fl'fifipï,hp2)dt-Y,fiiK}) í[fu(u,v)dv(u)dv(v

For each ; let 9 : K —> [0, L] be a continuous map for which 6(p \ Kj/p(Kf)

= X/L where X is Lebesgue measure on [0, L].

Define 6 on K = (J^lilfi,"' a'Kj hV ®(z) = ^a~'z) if z e °'Kj' and

extend it to a continuous map 9: Z -► [0,L]. Put 9(z) = ^ Z),=ö ö(ct'z) and

öi:
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We now have

J2¡ ^(^f.Mw1 g fyf^wlgfy2))f(z ^1^2^^)

N2-N-l   M

E E/ fij(he{o'u,Myf>he(o'w)gfy2))f(z>yi>y2)dii(w)
,= 1 j=\  JKJ

= 0(E).

But for w e \jf=x Kj, 0 < i < A2 - N - 1, and z,yx,y2 with

and

{gz{yx),gM)zW,       9(o'w) = 9(w)

i fij(h8«,iW)gfy\)>hè{o<w)gz(y2))Kz>yx.j^m
JKj

= ^-1^ fu(htg2(yx),htgz(y2))f(z,yi,y2)dt.

Collecting our estimates we get for (g (yx), gz(y2)) e W

¡f(w,g-wlgz(yx),g-wlgz(y2))f(z,yx,y2)dp(w)

-!>(*,■) //fu(u,v)f(z,yx,y2)dv(u)dv(v]

Since also

Yfp(Kf fj fu(u,v)dv(u)dv(v)- j fdp X V X V

and since / f dp x v x v = 0 we get

/ f(u>,gffgz(yx),gf]gz(y2))f(z,yx,y2)dp(w)

0(a).

0(e)

0(e).

For a fixed z e Z   g_ preserves v . Since vx x v2(W) > I - e we get

III ^w ' gwl Sfyf , gj gz(y))Az ,yx ,y - 2)dp(w)dv(yx)dv(y2,

Finally we integrate w.r.t. dp(z) and obtain (ii) of our claim.

(i) follows since for each z eZ   \9(crz) - 0(z)| < ^ < rj. Hence

d(gfzgz, id) = d(he{az)h^z), id) < Ô.

Our proof is complete.

= 0(e).
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2. 3 § W^

When working in the measure theoretical category we restrict our discussion

to quadruples (X,AA8,p,T) where X is compact metric, AA8 its Borel field,

p a probability measure and T a self-homeomorphism of X. We call such

an object a topological process. To see that this is justified we refer the reader

to, e.g., [G2]. When A is a topological space, AAA°(X) denotes the space of

probability measures on A with the weak * topology. For two topological

processes êlf = (X ,A% ,p,T) and y = (Y, A? ,v, 5) a joining is a TxS

invariant measure X on X x Y such that nxX = p and nYX = v . SA and y

are disjoint if their only ergodic joining is X = p x v . A flow is a pair (A, T)

where A is a compact metric space and T a homeomorphism of A ; or more

generally a pair (A, 2?) where & is a group of homeomorphisms of A.

2.1 Proposition. Let (X ,r\ ,77) A (Z , p ,77) be a homomorphism of strictly er-

godic flows. Let JA = {9 e â°(X): n(9) = p}, then JA is T-invariant. Suppose

ô (the point mass at r\ e £P(X)) is the unique T-invariant measure on JA,

then (X ,r¡,T) is measure theoretically disjoint from every ergodic topological

process which is disjoint from (Z ,p,T).

Proof. Let   (W,v,5)   be ergodic and disjoint from   (Z,p,T).    Let  X e

A?(W x A) be an ergodic joining of v and r\ and let

1 = jàwxXwdv(w)

be a disintegration of X with respect to v. Projecting on W x X we get a

joining X' of v and p with the corresponding disintegration

x> = I ôw *Xwdp(w).

Since v and p are disjoint X' = vxp = fôwx pdv(w). By uniqueness of

distintegraton we conclude that for ¡v-a.e. w X'w = p . Thus n(Xw) = X'w = p

and therefore Xw e JA for iv-a.e. w e W. The map w —> Xw is measur-

able and carries v onto a T-invariant ergodic measure v* on JA. (In the

terminology of [G2] (JA ,v* ,T) is a quasi-factor of (X,n,T)A) However,

by assumption, the only T-invariant measure on J' is ô so that v* =

S and X = r\ for zy-a.e. w. This concludes the proof since now X =

IK xlwdv(w) = vx r\.   D

Let (Z ,cr) be an irrational rotation of the circle. (Z = T = [0,1), oz =

z + amod I , a e R\Q). Let (7 ,{hfieR) = (7,R) be a strictly ergodic real

flow with invariant measure v . Put A = Z x 7 and let X ^ z be the pro-

jection map. We denote Lebesgue measure on Z by p . Denote the group of

homeomorphisms of 7 by %*(Y) and denote the subgroup {ht}teH by &.

With each continuous map z —> gr of Z into & we associate the homeomor-

phism G of A defined by G(z,y) = (z,gz(y)).  Let ^y be a subgroup of
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ßf(X) which consists of all such G. Put

S%(a) = {G~x o (a x id) o G: G e &<?}.

We use the topology of uniform convergence of homeomorphisms and their

inverses on ß?(X).

2.2 Theorem. There exists a residual subset AX c AA%(o) such that T e 31
XX

implies (X ,px v ,T) is in {(Z ,o)}     , hence also in W   .

Proof. We split the proof into several steps.

1. Set JA = {9 e AÁ°(X): n(9) = p} ; clearly JA is 77-invariant for every

T e AÂf(o). By Proposition 2.1 it is enough to show the existence of a residual

AA$ c <5^(ct) such that T e AA% implies the unique ergodicity of (JA, T) with

5 as the unique invariant measure. (Note that this implies in particular that

(A, T, p x v) is strictly ergodic.)

2. Let F be a neighborhood of pxv in JA. Put

Ev K ô = iT e ^g-(a): 3A > A0 such that V0 e Jf at most

[Ko] elements of the set {9 ,T9,... , TK 9} are not in V}.

Then Ev K & is open in A9^((t) and by looking at generic points 9 for ergodic

invariant measures on AAfA>(JA) we see that for a sequence VK \ {pxv},

£% = fl-^K k il k IS tne desired set, provided that for each V ,K and ô,

Ev K s is dense in S^(a).

3. By the nature of the topology on JA it is enough to consider neighborhoods

V of the form V = Vf t = {9eJA: \Jfd9\ < e} where /eC(A), ffdpx

v = 0 and WfW^ < 1 . Now for G e ^ we have GEV K gG~l = Ev, K g

where V' = VfoG £ ; therefore C7_1 o a o G e Ev K g o a e GEV K gG~{ <=> o e

Ev, K g . Thus to show that Ey K g is dense it suffices to show that for each

V = Vr E and K ,a e Ev K e. For this the following will suffice:

Claim. Given e, ô' > 0 and K, there exists G e S?^ such that

(i)   d(o,G~x oooG)<3',

(ii)   G~x oooGeEy K e.

4. To get (ii) of the claim in step 3 it suffices to find G for which

SupfztÈI/f^G~x o(jk oG(6))
ee.œ A + l ,n \Jee« -       - .

2
2

< e .
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5. Write

K

¿yt   Ífd(G-XookoG(9))
k=0  J

= ztt¿ //f{°kzo>d0g;fy))

■ f(pkwQ, gakwogwfv))d9(w0, v)d9(z0,y)

For fixed z0 and w0 = z0 + t the sums

1      K
T—T ¿Z f^^o ' Sfu\gzfy))f{ak(zQ + t), gfk\Zo+t)g2o+t(v))

7C=0

converge by strict ergodicity of (Z ,a), uniformly in t,y and v to

j Az >gfl gzfy))f(z + ' ,gf!tgZ0+fv))dp(z).

Interchanging sum and integration we therefore have

k=0   J

G(9)) I,

where

/ = lJlf((z,g;lgZo(y))f(z + t,g:fgZB+l(v))dp(z)d9(z0 + t,v)d9(z0,y).

6. Write F(z) = / f(z ,y)dv(y) then our assumption J fdpxv = 0 implies

if F(z)F(w)dp(z)dp(w) = 0.

Since / is uniformly continuous there exists N such that

(i) \z-j/N\<2/N^\f(j/N,y)-f(z,y)\<e2   Vy e 7 and

(ii) \(l/N2)Y;"fki0FU/N)F(k/N)\<e2.
For t e [0, 1) we let k(t) = k if j, < t < ^f . Coming back to integral / of

step 5, we write

¿ ////(*.*r'**oo)/(*+t,gf!tgzo+t(v))
7=0

■ 1u/nj+\/n](z) d^z) de(zo + t'v) dd(zo>y)

By (i) above we have for each j and /:

rJ+l/N

[J    f(z,g:lgfy))f(z + t,g:fg^+!(v))dp(z)
J UN

J + k(t) ,  A   ,  ,
'-j^ig^g^Mjdp^

rJ+l/N

Ij/N
j' f(lTr^:] < 2ef

N
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2.3 Lemma. Given fx,f2, ... ,fN continuous functions on Y and e,ô > 0

there exists a continuous map tp: [0,1] —► R and a measurable set D c [0,1]

such that

(i) Vs e [0,1], \tp(s + a) - q>(s)\ <ô   (s + a is taken mod 1).

(ii) \/u,v eY and teD and I <j <N, I <i,k<N

wj]iN ffK^mh^mdpw-Ff, < e

where Ft = / ffy)dv(y).

(iii) p(D) > 1 - £ .
We defer the proof of this lemma to the next section.

8. We now apply Lemma 2.3 to the functions fify) = f(ljf ,y), 1 < J < A,

and define gr = hT,z), z e [0,1).  If à is chosen so that ||/z( - hf\ < ô' for

|/| < ô then

d(G~l o er o G,o) = Supd((z + a,h9{x+a)_fll)(y)) ,(z + a,y))<â'

so that (i) of the claim in step 3 is satisfied.

9. Write I = /, + I2 where in I, we integrate with respect to d9(zQ + t,v)

(fixed z0 ) over D x Y and in I2 over ([0,1 )\D) x 7 = DcxY. Since WfW^ < 1

we have |/2| < p(Dc) < e . Using Lemma 2.3 we get for teD and all z0, y, v

and j

rJ+l,N    U  --».  ™\r(J + W7-7+1

'z0v

-1

N ,gz+,gzn+fv))dp(z)'Z + l"Zo+t

i*(i\*(j+im
-^-rF

N'   \NJ'   V      N     J
<

N

Applying the estimation we obtained at step 6 we now have

1 N~l  e

vT.
7=0 J

[¿+Mi),j

because 9 eJA , so that integration with respect to d9(zQ + t ,v) (fixed zQ ) of

a function which does not depend on v is the same as integration with respect

to dp(t). From this we obviously have

N-l

/, =
1_

Ñ2 E^
7 >=0

N        \N
+ 0(e)

and (ii) of step 6 now yields Ix = 0(e). Hence / = 7, +12 = 0(e) and (ii)

of the claim in step 3 is also satisfied by our choice of G. This completes the

proof of Theorem 2.2.   D

Remarks. 1. Theorem 2 of [G-W] ensures the existence of a residual set in

At\(o) of strictly ergodic transformations under either one of two strong con-

ditions A or B . Condition B is that & is a compact peano space and that it
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acts transitively on 7 . Condition A is a rather strong compressibility condition

of the flow ( 7,2?). Theorem 2.1 above implies that under the mild assumption

that (Y,AA%), is strictly ergodic every member of AM is strictly ergodic. In fact

if strict ergodicity is all we want then a much easier proof can be given and the

conditions on (Z ,a) and (Y,%?) ((Z ,o) = (T,Rf) and (Y,%?) being a real

flow) can be relaxed. (See also [N].)

2. An ergodic process of positive entropy always admits a weakly mixing

factor of positive entropy (e.g., a Bernoulli shift). Thus every element of W1'

is necessarily of zero entropy. In particular a strictly ergodic member of W1'

has zero topological entropy.

2.4 Theorem. There exists an ergodic measure preserving transformation (X, 27,

T) which is in W    but not in 3.

Proof. Notations as in Theorem 2.2, we now further assume that (7,R) is

weakly mixing. Then by Theorem 1.1 there exists a residual subset £%x c

«5^(cr) such that T e AA%X implies (A, p x v, T) is a weakly mixing extension

of (Z,p,o). By Proposition 8.6 and Lemma 8.11 of [Z] we conclude that

(X, p x v ,T) £ 3 . Our theorem is now valid for each T in AA% n A%x.    D

3. The proof of Lemma 2.3

Let us recapitulate our situation here. We have a strictly ergodic real flow

ht: Y —* Y with invariant measure v . We are given a finite set of continuous

functions fx, ■■■ ,fN on 7 and £ > 0, ô > 0, and wish to find a continuous

map tp : R/Z —7 R such that

(1) For a measurable subset D c R/Z of measure 1 - £ , and all teD, all

u, v e Y we have

"j+l/N

N fj/N   ffK(z)mfkiK(z+tp))dßiz)

- (/f,(y)du(y)^ (/ fk(y)dv(y) < £

for all 1 < j < N, l<i,k<N.

(2) \tp(t + a) - <p(t)\ <ô for all te\

The idea of the construction is as follows. The strict ergodicity of the flow

means that for any 7 > 0 there is some TQ sufficiently large so that for all

T > T0, uniformly in u e Y

TJ{
[T f(hs(u))ds - f f(y)dv(y)

Jo JY
<y

for 1 < 2 < N. It follows that

jsf^l^fi^^fki^^^-ff^ffk^ < My
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where M is an upper bound for all the f. 's. Thus to get ( 1 ) our function <p

should have the property that on each interval of the form [^ , ¿jf], and most

¿'s, the map {<p(z),tp(z + t)} should take Lebesgue measure into a measure

which is y-close to the Lebesgue measure on the square [0, T] x [0, T] suitably

normalized. It is clear that given £ > 0 if y is small enough this will enable us

to prove (i) with the original e . After we accomplish this goal, (2) will be taken

care of by a simple modification based on a Rohlin tower which is similar to

what we did in § 1.

We find it more convenient to work with a discrete situation so that we

begin by finding some L large enough so that for all I < i < N and all

u e Y, \f(hs(u)) - ffu)\ < tqtJ^ for all |s| < ^ . Now divide the square

[0, T] x [0, T] into L -equal squares of size {x{ and label them by an index

set Ax A with A = {1,2, ... ,L} . The unit interval [0,1] will now be divided

into n equal intervals of size £ each and we will construct tp from a labelling

of these intervals by indices from A by having tp vanish at the endpoints of

each small interval of size j¡ and assume the value f • T on most of the interval

where a is the labelling. The equidistribution property that we want for tp will

follow from the following property for the sequence of labels (ax,a2, ... ,an):

There is a constant q0 so that for any q0 < q < n - q0 and any m , the pairs

(am>am+q) > («,71+1 >am+q+l) > "■ ' (a,n+qo » <W J   ** Vt^ Wdl (t0 WÍtWn   Í0ü)

distributed over A x A . Here we take m + q etc., modulo n , since we are

really on R/Z rather than on [0,1]. While deterministic constructions can be

given for sequences ax, ... ,an with this kind of property it is somewhat easier

to let chance do the work for us (although which is "easier" is surely a question

of taste here).

Lemma. Given r\ > 0, for all n sufficiently large one can find sequences axa2--

an e An and a constant q0 satisfying:

1. q0/n < t].

2. for all m < n , q0 < q < n - q0 we have

{0<p<q0: (am+p , qm+q+p) = (i,j)}
L2     %

<n(*)      E
1<(,7<I

(Here \{-}\ denotes the number of elements in {■} and indices of am are taken

modulo n.)

Proof of lemma. We shall show that if we let the a 's be independent random

variables uniformly distributed on {1,2, ... ,L} then with high probability

(*) will hold. For any fixed q > q0 all the indices {m + p: 0 < p < q0},

{m + q + p: 0 < p < q0} are disjoint so that the pairs of random variables

{(am+p >am+q+p): ® < P - °o^ are independent. It follows that there is a fixed

constant X < 1 that depends only on L and r] such that for fixed m and

q ,(*) holds with the exception of a set of probability at most Xqa. This follows

from the standard exponential estimates of the tail for sums of independent

identically distributed random variables (in our case Stirling's formula for the
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binomial distribution is adequate). This summing over the various possiblities

for m and q gives us as an upper bound for the failure of at least one of the

instances of (*) the expression

21og7î-(log^)9on-Xm=e

It remains to observe that for any large enough n ,

2 logn - (logX)-(rjn/10) <0

and thus taking qQ = [rjn/10] will guarantee that many (in fact most) randomly

chosen sequences ax ■ ■ ■ an will satisfy our requirements.   □

Choose parameters r¡ < y small compared to j? and then use the sequence

given by the lemma in the manner described above to define tp , periodic with

period jr, which will satisfy (1). At this point the set D of good translations is

basically all points that are not too close to one of the points j/N. In order that

(2) hold, we need to get control over all points in the interval and so we need

"Rohlin towers" that fill the entire space. Depending on the parity of n with

pjqn denoting the successive approximants to a in the continued fraction

expansion, one gets the following "tower" picture of R/Z with respect to a :

<7n

B

} ?r»-l

\ qna(modl)

<7n-lQ

The transition from a point on one level to the point on the level immediately

above it is given by adding a modulo 1.

Since the two parts of the tower have unequal lengths and we wish to control

the behavior of {<p(z), <p(z + t)} for most t 's, we have to introduce one more

subdivision. Take Q large and divide C = [qna,0] into Q equal pieces and

then fill as much of B = [0,qn_xa] as possible with contiguous intervals of the

same length. Define (p on B U C by scaling the tp defined above on each of

these small intervals (all of equal size =\C\/Q = d) and extending identically

up the columns to the whole of [0,1]. (On the part of B left over tp may be

defined arbitrarily.) Note that tp has two kinds of periodicity—

(i) it is almost invariant under translation by a .

(ii)   [0,1] is almost filled up with intervals of the same length d on each

of which tp is the same.
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Exploit (i) to define
1 K~l

<P(Z) = ^E <P(z + ka)
k=0

with K chosen so that ^ < -A^ . This gives us (2) for all z . Furthermore, on

most of the interval tp agrees with <p and (ii) still holds so that our previous

estimates give (1). The bad sets of translations are basically numbers close to

pa for p < (qn + qn_x)a or shifts of that by small multiples of d. In any event

it is easily seen that for most t, the pair {tp(z),tp(z + t)} is well distributed

over the square [0, T] x [0, 77]. This completes the proof of Lemma 2.3.

4. Äf ^^(W^) (topological case)

A homomorphism (A, T) -^ (7, 77) of minimal flows is called regular if for

every (xx ,xf) eXxX with n(xx) = n(x2) there exists an automorphism \p of

(A, T) such that ^(xx ,xf), the orbit closure of (xx ,xf), contains the graph

T = {(x, y/(x)) : x e X} . A joining of minimal flows (A, T) and (7, T) is

any closed invariant subset of A x 7. (X ,T) and (7, T) are disjoint if A x 7

is minimal. The following proposition is a slight generalization of Theorem 1 of

[M]. When there is no room for confusion we omit the " 77 " from the notation

of a flow.

4.1 Proposition. Let (X, T), (A, , T), ( Y, T) and (Z ,T) be minimal flows

such that

(i)   X -^ xx is a regular homomorphism,

(ii)   Z is weakly mixing,

(iii)   A and Y are disjoint from Z.

Then for any minimal joining N of X and Y, if Nx = {(n(x),y): (x,y) e N}

is disjoint from Z then so is N.

Proof. We choose a fixed minimal idempotent u in ßl the Stone-Cech com-

pactification of Z . Let H/cAxZcAx7xZ be a minimal joining of N

and Z. Choose (xQ,y0,z0) e W with u(x0,yQ,zQ) = (xQ,yQ,z0). Since by

assumption N{ x Z is minimal there exists a point (x* ,y0,TzQ) e W with

n(x*) = n(xQ) ; moreover, we can assume that ux* = x* . By regularity of n

there exists tp e Aut(A, T) such that ipxQ = x*.

Let F be the cyclic group generated by the homeomorphism

/:Ax7xZ^Ax7xZ   where /= ip x id x7\

Since ( ip x id x T) W = W, W is F invariant.

Let I be an F minimal subset of A then since (Z, F) is weakly mixing,

there exists a point (x',z) e X x Z with dense F orbit. Choose y e Y

with (x ,y ,z) e W (this is possible since (X x Z,T) is minimal). Then

W d F(x ,y , z) D (x ,y') x Z . This however implies W = X x Y x Z since

(X x Y,T) is minimal.    G
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Let (7,{/2,};GR) = (7,R) be a horocyclic flow on 7 = 5L2(R)/r where T

is a uniform discrete subgroup of 5L2(R). By [R] this flow is regular (i.e., a

regular extension of the trivial one-point-flow). Thus given yx,y2 e Y every

minimal subset of the orbit closure cls{hfyx ,y2): t e R} has the form T =

{(y » W(y)) ■ y eY} for some automorphism ip of (7, R).

4.2 Lemma. Let (Z,o) be an irrational rotation of the circle. Let (^,{fy}(eR)

be the horocycle flow and put X = ZxY. If tp: Z —> R isa continuous map such

that the corresponding homeomorphism:  T(z ,y) = (oz, h .Ay)) is minimal on

X, then the homomorphism (X, T) -^ (Z , a) is regular.

Proof. Let (z0,yx),(z0,y2) e X, we will show that <f((z0,yx),(z0,y2)) con-

tains a graph

Yv = {((z,y)(z,¥(y)):zeZ,yeY}

for some automorphism \p of (7,R). Consider the sequence

tp(n, z0) = tp(on~X z0) + <p(a"~2zQ) + ■■■ + tp(z0).

If <p(Z) c [-N,N] c R then {tp(n, z0)}neZ is either bounded or syndetic with

gaps < 2A. If tp(n,z0) = Y?jZq <pWzf) is bounded then by [G-H, 14.11]
<p(z) = f(oz) - f(z) for some continuous /: Z —► R in which case (A, 77)

is not minimal contrary to our assumption. Thus {tp(n,zQ)}nez is syndetic

and we can find a sequence {nf such that ct"'z0 —> z'0 and h .    z Ayx ,y2) —>

{y\ yy'f) where the latter is an element of some minimal subset of (7 x 7, R).

Since every such minimal set is of the form Y    we have

T"'((z0,yx),(z0,y2)) = ((o"1 z0,hvin¡Zo)yx),(o-"'z0,hv(n¡ Zo)y2))

- {(zo,y\){z0,y2)) = ({zo>y[)>(zo>vty[)))

and

W((z0,yx)(z0,y2))Dfr       D

In the following corollaries A% is the residual subset of A9f(o) as in Theorem

2.2 (or Proposition 1.1 of [G x ]).

4.3 Corollary. Let (Z ,a) be an irrational rotation of the circle and let (7,R)

be the horocycle flow. Then for each T eM the homomorphism n: X —► Z is

regular.

4.4 Theorem. For (Z,ct),(7,R) as above and Te AM, (X ,T)eJA(W^) and

(X,T) i AMJA.

Proof. The first statement follows from Proposition 4.1 and Corollary 4.3. The

second statement is proved in [G , , Theorem 2.2].

Remark. As mentioned above the fact that A^J" c J'^W ) follows by induc-

tion on the tower of proximal and isometric extensions of a given flow (A, T)

in AAPJ .   Another way of getting this fact is to use McMahon's theorem on
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the (nonmetric) universal Ä^-flow |ía(<J00)| which is regular (see e.g. [G3]).

In fact if (A, T) is any minimal regular flow then McMahon's theorem im-

plies that (A, T) e JA(W^) iff (X,T)eW± . Our extension of this theorem

(Proposition 4.1) shows that JACW'1)  is closed under regular extensions in
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